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5-IN-1 MULTIFUNCTION SEATED CANE

Performance
- Materials: Grip/ABS shaft/6061 aluminum base/TPR
- Weight: 990 g
- FM Frequency: 76~108MHz
- FM Radio Output ≥ 100 Mw
- FM Radio Working Time ≥ 8 hrs (fully charged)
- Cane Height: 34.65"~38.58"
- Seat Height: 29.92"~33.86"
- Aluminum Thickness: 1.2mm
- Date: 22"19mm
- Seat Load Capacity: 400 LBS
- Handlebar Load Capacity: 330 LBS
- Certificates: CE/RoHs/FDA/BSCI

Features
- LED Lighting - for reading and searching in dark
- Fallen Alarm - When accidentally fall, alarm system can help to attract help from people around
- Night Walk Pilot Light - walking with blinking light while walking in a dark path
- FM Radio - easy access control panel
- Joint Supported Seat - Larger size seat for extra comfy experience

Accessories
- Lithium Battery
- User Manual
- USB Cable